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"Identification of markers of the invasive phenotype in human breast cancer"

INTRODUCTION.

The management of Ductal Carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) depends on the estimation of the likelihood of

recurrence as in-situ or invasive disease'. Recent morphological studies have provided useful potential

improvements to older classifications of pre-invasive disease with more accurate prognostic significance,

however there is clearly a need for better predicators of biological potential2 . To address this critical issue

we and others 3,4 have begun to search for molecular changes that may serve as such predictors. Our

specific hypothesis is that alteration of gene expression is responsible for the progression of DCIS to

invasive breast cancer and the acquisition of the invasive phenotype. Our approach has been to use an

approach that can directly identify genes and alterations that occur in-vivo and that may contribute to the

invasive phenotype, through microdissection of histologically defined components within single breast

tumor sections and adaptation of established molecular subtraction techniques to accept small input RNA

samples. The approach is made feasible by the unique design of our tumor bank resource58
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BODY OF REPORT

The accomplishments over the third year of this award are detailed below in the context of the 2 major

tasks defined in the statement of work.

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE /AIM 1

1. 1 - 12, microdissect 12 tumors,

2. 3 - 15 complete 12 subtraction experiments (12 screens to detect genes showing loss of expression in

DCIS relative to invasive components and 12 to detect genes with gain of expression),

3. 6 - 18 clone, sequence, and initiate screening of 100+ candidate genes by ISH and RT-PCR to

confirm expression patterns,

Progress in year 3 (months 24-36):

Aim 1.1 & 1.2

* We have microdissected and completed the screening of 9 invasive tumors (6 new cases and 3 cases

that were in progress at the time of last years progress report) for differential gene expression between

DCIS and invasive components. These cases are in addition to 5 cases previously dissected and

analysed using subtraction hybridization techniques in the first 2 years of the project, bringing the total

number of microdissected and analysed cases through this project to 14 cases. All of the microdissected

cases that have been analysed this year have been assessed using a membrane filter array method

(Research Genetics Array filter GF200 combined with Pathways computer analysis software). This

change in methodology reflects the recognition that gene array methods are more efficient than the

previous techniques and allow simultaneous assessment of induced and repressed genes in each

experiment.
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Aim 1.3

* Amongst the recent 9 cases we have now identified a number of cDNA's that appear to be differentially

expressed between adjacent in-situ and invasive elements within the same tumor. The change in

methodology to membrane array methods allows direct positive identification of candidate genes

without the necessity of cloning and sequencing unknown bands detected from subtraction methods.

The mean number of differentially expressed genes is 81 (using a factor of 1.8 fold as the cutpoint for

analysis). The individual cases show the following number of differential expressed cDNA's; Tumour

#1: 37, Tumour #2: 36, Tumour #3: 56, Tumour #4: 66; Tumour #5: 103. Tumour #6: 151, Tumour

#7: 119, Tumour #8: 74, Tumour #9: 119. Array images show comparative expression of genes in

DCIS and Invasive components and a listing of specific cDNA's identified as differentially expressed

in Tumor #3 (TB#11336) is appended as Figure 1A & lB and Table 1 respectively. Further assessment

to identify patterns of highly and/or consistently differentially expressed cDNA's in more than one in-

situ/invasive tumor pair is now in progress as well as initiation of experiments to confirm differential

expression of the current candidates by other techniques including in-situ hybridization and RT-PCR.

However, our preliminary analysis of all 9 tumors indicates that there are 18 known genes and 15 ESTs

that are differentially expressed in three or more of the tumours analyzed.

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE / AIM 2

1. 18 - 24, determine expression patterns and relation to 'invasiveness' of a subset of genes isolated in

tasks 1 to 3 in panels of pre-neoplastic, pre-invasive, invasive and metastatic breast lesions

2. 24 - 30, clone full-length cDNA's of a limited number of candidate invasion genes identified in task 4

and construct expression vectors

3. 30 - 36, create cell line models with overexpression of specific genes by stable transfection for future

testing of the influence on invasion in in-vitro assay and nude mouse models

6



Over the past year (months 24-36);

Aim 2.1

"* We have continued to study the biology of the psoriasin (S100A7) gene that we have previously

identified as differentially expressed between in-situ and invasive carcinoma. This work has resulted in

successful publication of work reported last year concerning the relation of psoriasin expression to

prognostic parameters in invasive disease 9. In pursuit of the possible intracellular role and interactions

of psoriasin in breast cells, we reported last year the identification of 2 candidate interacting proteins

through the use of a yeast 2-hybrid assay to screen a normal breast cell library. Over the past year we

have continued to study one of these candidate proteins, RanBPM (selected on the basis that it showed

the strongest interaction in the yeast assay).

"* We have shown that RanBPM mRNA is expressed in both normal and neoplastic breast cell lines and

have also analysed RanBPM mRNA expression by semi-quantitative RT-PCR in relation to psoriasin

mRNA expression in a series of human breast tumors (n=80 cases) that represent a range of tumor

types (35 invasive ductal, 25 invasive lobular, 17 special type with 5 medullary, 6 mucinous, 6 tubular).

Our data shows that there are no significant differences in RanBPM and psoriasin expression with

respect to tumor type, except the previously identified significant difference between DCIS and

invasive tumors for psoriasin (Figure 3). However, both genes are correlated significantly with ER (but

in opposing directions) and psoriasin and the psoriasin/RanBPM ratio also show significant

associations with grade and inflammatory response within the tumor (Figure 4). These results indirectly

support the hypothesis that RanBPM and Psoriasin may interact to have a joint biological effect, and

indicate that this relates to ER status.

"* Detailed analysis of RanBPM, Psoriasin and the Psoriasin/RanBPM ratio and correlation with specific

tumor parameters shows that ER correlates with RanBPM (r=0.29, p=0.009), psoriasin (r=-0.3,

p=0.006) and Psoriasin/RanBPM ratio (r= -0.39, p=0.0003) , (Spearman test), Grade correlates with
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psoriasin (r=0.33, p=0.016) and Psoriasin/RanBPM (r=.299, p=.03), but not with RanBPM (Spearman

test), Inflammation correlates with psoriasin (r=0.385, p=0.001) and Psoriasin/RanBPM ratio (r=.42,

p=0.0003) (Spearman test). Also analysis of RanBPM, Psoriasin and the Psoriasin/RanBPM ratio and

relation with specific tumor parameters assessed as categorical variables (Mann Whitney tests) shows

that a) Tumor Types: there is no significant difference in RanBPM or psoriasin between 5 tumor types,

b) Grade; grade 1/m/h; ANOVA, ns (psor 0.083), c) ER status; ER- vs ER+ve; Ran p=0.0156, psoriasin

p=0.0283, Psoriasin/RanBPM ratio p=0.004, d) Inflammation: infl low vs high; ran ns, psoriasin

p=0.01, Psoriasin/RanBPM p=0.0027.

* We have also worked to establish that the interaction seen in yeast between psoriasin and RanBPM is

also present in human and breast cells in-vivo. Our attempts to demonstrate an interaction by co-

immunoprecipitation has been thwarted by the fact that we do not yet have an anti-RanBPM antibody

to directly detect the protein. We therefore initially cloned RanBPM into a Flag-tag expression vector

(Sigma). However even though in-vitro transcription and translation performed using this vector is

successful and generates an appropriate sized protein, we have not been able to detect the C terminal

Flag-tagged protein in transiently transfected cells. We have concluded that the problem is probably

related to internalization of the c-terminal Flag tag within the folded protein in-vivo, and are now in the

process of recloning the RanBPM cDNA into a different N-terminal tag vector in order to pursue co-

immunoprecipitation experiments with psoriasin.

* In the meantime, we have also used confocal immunofluorescent microscopy to localize the psoriasin

protein within human breast cells. Our results show that psoriasin protein is predominantly localized to

a region adjacent to the nucleus (but is also present in the nucleus and cytoplasm) and that psoriasin co-

localizes with pericentrin, which is a known centrosomal protein (Figure 5). While we have not yet

been able to examine RanBPM in the same cells, these results are highly consistent with the notion that

psoriasin and RanBPM are present at the centrosome and that psoriasin interacts with RanBPM.

* We have also continued to work on the lumican and related decorin genes. We have successfully

published work that was reported last year concerning the relative patterns of expression of lumican
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and decoring within breast tissues 10. We have also selected a series of 178 node negative breast cancer

cases that were treated uniformly by tamoxifen +/- radiotherapy to examine the relation of lumican

expression to stromal composition and outcome. We have worked to develop an infra-red spectroscopy

assay (in collaboration with Dr M Jackson, NRC) to measure stromal collagen content and composition

as well as Western blot and immunohistochemistry assays to assess EGFR status.

Aim 2.3

We reported previously our work generating 2 MDA-23 1 psoriasin transfected cell line models and the

finding that psoriasin overexpression has no significant effect on the growth or invasiveness of this

already invasive breast tumor cell line. Therefore we now intend to assess the effect of overexpression

of psoriasin in a pre-invasive cell line, the MCF1OAT model and reported last year the successful

generation of a single MCF1OATPsriasin transfected cell clone. In the past year we have made limited

progress on this aspect of our studies, however repeated transfections of the CMV-psoriasin into MCF-

1 OAT3B cells (using zeocin as a marker since they have previously been transfected with ras-neo) have

provided us with a second MCF1OATPsoriasin clone with overexpression detected by northern and

western blot. In the next year we plan to use these 2 cell line models to conduct in-vitro assessment of

the effect of psoriasin on growth and invasiveness in a non-invasive cell line.
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KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Microdissection and screening of a further 9 tumors by membrane array technique, and identification

of 731 differentially expressed cDNA's in aggregate, and amongst these cases 33 cDNAs that are

consistently differentially expressed and are therefore potential candidates for further study as invasion

related genes.

2. Establishing that psoriasin protein can be detected and localized by confocal microscopy to the

centrosome in human cells, consistent with our data suggesting that psoriasin interacts with

centrosomal proteins and our hypothesis that psoriasin influences invasion

3. Exploring the expression of a potential interacting protein and showing that this protein is indeed

expressed in human breast tumor cells and tissues and that an increase in the ratio of psoriasin to this

protein occurs and is significantly correlated with low ER, high tumor grade and increased

inflammation.
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REPORTABLE OUTCOMES

1. Papers

"* S. Al Haddad, Z. Zhang, E. Leygue, L. Snell, A. Huang, Y. Niu, T. Hiller-Hitchcock, K. Hole, L.

C. Murphy, and P. H. Watson. Psoriasin (S100A7) expression and invasive breast cancer.

Am.J.Pathol. 155 (6):2057-2066, 1999.

"* Leygue E, Snell L, Dotzlaw H, Hole K, Hiller-Hitchcock T, Murphy LC, Roughley PJ, Watson P,.

"Lumican and decorin are differentially expressed in human breast carcinoma" in press Oct 2000,

J Pathology

2. Abstract

* Ethan D. Emberley, A. Kate Hole, R. Daniel Gietz, Leigh C. Murphy and Peter H. Watson.

Interaction of the Differentially Expressed S 100A7 Gene With Centrosomal Proteins. Submitted

to San Antonio Breast cancer conference, Dec 2000.

3. Funding

Operating Grants awarded this year based in part on data generated through this USArmy IDEA grant;

"* National Cancer Institute of Canada/Canadian Breast Cancer Research Initiative (NCIC/CBCRI),

"The role of Psoriasin in progression of early breast cancer", $109,000 pa, 2000-2003

"* Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR/MRC), "The role of the small leucine rich

proteoglycan in human breast cancer", $120,000pa, 2000-2003

"* NCIC/CBCRI Streams of Excellence, group grant, "The role of extracellular matrix in mediating

risk of breast cancer", $60,000 pa, 2000-2003
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CONCLUSIONS

Importance & Implications: This will lead to the identification of biological markers and cellular

alterations that are directly relevant to early progression to invasive disease. This knowledge will in turn

ultimately contribute to clinical markers to predict progression of early breast cancer and strategies to

improve on current treatments for early invasive disease.

Assessment and Future strategy:

Although we are pleased with our overall progress, and in particular with the completion of aim 1.1 and

1.2 with a total of 13 cases microdissected and the continued progress with aim 2 focusing on the study of

2 candidate 'invasion' related genes (psoriasin and lumican), our momentum has been slower than it

might have been. This is largely related to the fact that a key member on the project, Ms Kate Hole

(Research Associate) who was responsible for the subtraction and array analyses, was away for a 6 month

period of maternity leave in 1998/99 and then shortly after returning to the project decided to leave my

laboratory as of March 2000. This has left a key position open and it was initially difficult to offer an

attractive position to a new research associate with just 7 months remaining til the end to the project.

However, in view of this we have applied for and have now recently been granted a one year extension to

the project. We hope to now be able to complete the analysis of our array data from the most recent set of

8 cases and to continue to screen the most promising candidate genes that emerge as reproducibly

differentially expressed in more than one case.
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APPENDICES

Figures

"• Table 1 (2 pages)

"• Figures 1-4 (5 pages)

Papers/abstracts

"* S. Al Haddad, et al. Psoriasin (S100A7) expression and invasive breast cancer. Am.J.Pathol. 155

(6):2057-2066, 1999. (10 pages)

"* Leygue E et al "Lumican and decorin are differentially expressed in human breast carcinoma" in

press, J Pathology 2000. (9 pages)
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Interaction of the Differentially Expressed Si 00A7 Gene With Centrosomal Proteins. Submitted to

San Antonio Breast cancer conference, Dec 2000. (1 page)
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FIGURE 1A

Filter Array's of Matched DCIS and INVASIVE components
within a single breast tumor
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FIGURE IA. RNA from DCIS and INVASIVE tumour tissue, microdisected from a

single patient, was labelled with 33 P and hyrbidized to G200 filters from Research

Genetics (matched lot #s). Above are the phosphoimages obtained.
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Figure lB. Magnified regions of the images shown in figure IA .showing differential
expression of specific cDNA's within the DCIS and INVASIVE components
(identified by the arrows in the DCIS panel of each region)
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Figure 2. Relationship between expression of RanBPM and Psoriasin and Tumor
Type (L=lobular, D=ductal, ME=medullary, MU=mucinous, T=tubular, dcis=ductal
carcinoma in-situ). Bar=Mean + SD
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Figure 3. Relationship between expression of RanBPM, Psoriasin and the
Psoriasin/RanBPM ratio with ER status (-ve or +ve). Bar=Mean + SD



Co-localization of psoriasin and pericentrin in human breast cells

Figure 4. Confocal Immunoflorescence showing cellular localization of (panel A)
psoriasin (FITC), and (panel B) pericentrin (Cy5) in MDA-MB-231cells stably
transfected with psoriasin expression vector (clone FA1). Panel (C) shows overlay
of images (A) and (B). Panel (D) is the equivalent of panel (C) with a control MDA-
MB-231 cell line (VA1) that is stably transfected with the empty expression vector
showing only pericentrin signal.
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Psoriasin (S100A7) Expression and Invasive
Breast Cancer

Sahar AI-Haddad,* Zi Zhang,* Etienne Leygue,t We have recently identified psoriasin (S100A7) as a
Linda Snell,* Aihua Huang,* Yulian Niu,* gene that is frequently overexpressed in preinvasive duc-
Tamara Hiller-Hitchcock,* Kate Hole,* tal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) relative to adjacent invasive

Leigh C. Murphy,t and Peter H. Watson* carcinoma, suggesting a role in breast tumor progres- -..
sion.' Other members of the S100 gene family of calcium-

Departments of Pathology* and Biochemistry and Molecular binding proteins have been implicated in a range of
Biology,

t 
University of Manitoba, Faculty of Medicine, Winnipeg, biological processes, including tumor metastasis. 2 In

Manitoba, Canada particular, S100A2 has been shown to be down-regu-

lated in breast tumor cells relative to their normal epithe-
lial cell counterparts,3 whereas up-regulation of S100A4

nof psoriasin expression has has been strongly implicated in breast tumor metasta-
ltertioof i (S100A7)esis. 4- 6 In the latter case this may reflect the ability of

viously been identified in association with the transi- S68OA4 to influence cell motility,7 the cytoskeleton6,a,9 or
tion from preinvasive to invasive breast cancer. In cell adhesion molecul mes Psorias in Was inifialeytidenti-
this study we have examined persistence of psoriasin cll as molecuneant priasin b asnini ieti-

mBNAandproein xprssin Inreltio to rogos- fied as a highly abundant protein belonging, to the S100mRNA and protein expression in relation to prognos- gene family,11 expressed by abnormally proliferating ker-
tic factors in a cohort of 57 invasive breast tumors, atinocytes in psoriatic epidermis."2 -3 It has subsequently
comprising 34 invasive ductal carcinomas and 23 been shown to be a secreted protein that can exert an
other invasive tumor types (lobular, mucinous, med- effect as a chemotactic factor for inflammatory Cells. 14 " 5

ullary, tubular). We first developed an IgY polyclonal However, the function of psoriasin in breast cancer re-
chicken antibody and confirmed specificity for pso- mains to be determined. 6 In this study we have devel-
riasin by Western blot in transfected cells and tumors.The protein was localized by immunohistochenmistry oped a psoriasin-specific antibody and evaluated the
Tproedo inwantlytoeptheale lldit by nohstchnucleary persistence of psoriasin expression in invasive breast

tumors with different invasive and metastatic potential as
and cytoplasmic staining, as well as occasional stro- well as host inflammatory response.
mal cells in psoriatic skin and breast tumors; how-
ever, in situ hybridization showed that psoriasin
mRNA expression was restricted to epithelial cells. In
breast tumors, higher levels of psoriasin measured by
reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction and Human Breast Tissues and Cell Lines
Western blot (93% concordance) were significantly
associated with estrogen and progesterone receptor- All breast tumor cases used for this study were selected
negative status (P < 0.0001, P = 0.0003), and with from the NCOC-Manitoba Breast Tumor Bank (Winnipeg,
nodal metastasis in invasive ductal tumors (P = Manitoba, Canada). As has previously been described,' 7

0.035), but not with tumor type or grade. Psoriasin tissues accrue to the Bank from cases at multiple centers
expression also correlated with inflammatory infd- within Manitoba and are rapidly collected and processed
trates (all tumors excluding medullary, P = 0.0022). to create matched formalin-fixed embedded and frozen
These results suggest that psoriasin may be a marker tissue blocks for each case, with mirror-image surfaces
of aggressive behavior in invasive tumors and are
consistent with a function as a chemotactic factor.
(Am J Pathol 1999, 155:2057-2066) Supported by grants from the Medical Research Council of Canada

(MRC) and the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command
(USAMRMC). The Manitoba Breast Tumor Bank is supported by funding

Earlier diagnosis of breast cancer has increased the from the National Cancer Institute of Canada (NCIC). P. H. W. is an MRC

need for the identification of. molecular alterations that Clinician-Scientist; L. C. M. is an MRC Scientist; E. L. is a recipient of a

might serve as tissue markers to predict the risk of pro- USAMRMC Postdoctoral Fellowship. T. H.-H. is a recipient of an MRC

gression to metastatic disease. Among the most impor- studentship award.

tant of these alterations are likely to be those associated Accepted for publication August 24, 1999.

with the development of the invasive phenotype and the Address reprint requests to Dr. Peter Watson, Department of Pathology,
transition from preinvasive to invasive cancer with the 0212-770 .Bannatyne Ave., University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB R3E

capability for subsequent metastasis. oW3, Canada. E-mail: pwatson@cc.umanitgba.ca.
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oriented by colored inks. The histology of every sample in (PBS) and then further purified by passing it over a pso-
the Bank is uniformly interpreted in hematoxylin/eosin riasin peptide affinity column made by binding the syn-
(H&E)-stained sections from the face of the paraffin tissue thetic peptide to N-hydroxy-succinimide-activated
block by a pathologist. This information is available in a Sepharose 4B (Pharmacia Biotech), according to the
computerized database along with relevant pathological manufacturer's instructions. The bound IgY was then
and clinical information and was used as a guide for the eluted with 5.0 mol/L sodium thiocyanate, followed by
selection of specific paraffin and frozen blocks from dialysis against PBS. Additional antibodies used in-
cases for this study. For each case interpretations in- cluded a commercial anti-S100 antibody (Sigma, St.
cluded an estimate of the cellular composition (including Louis, MO) as well as a rabbit polyclonal antibody, raised
the percentage of invasive epithelial tumor cells, collag- against the recombinant protein (kindly provided by Prof
enous stroma, and fatty stroma), tumor type, and tumor J. Celis, University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark).
grade for ductal tumors (Nottingham score).18" 1 The in-
flammatory host response was scored semiquantitatively
on a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high). Steroid receptor status __Western Blot Analysis
was determined for all cases by ligand binding assay
performed on an adjacent portion of tumor tissue. Tumors For tumors, multiple sections (10-20 x 20 [m) were cut
with estrogen and progesterone receptor levels above 20 from the face of frozen tissue blocks immediately adja-
fmol/mg and 15 fmol/mg of total protein, respectively, cent to the face of the matching paraffin block."7 For cell
were considered ER- or PR-positive. lines, trypsinized cell pellets were obtained from breast

Two cohorts of tumors were selected. The first cohort cancer cell lines (grown to -80% confluence). Total pro-
comprised 35 invasive ductal carcinomas selected to tein lys1/tes were extracted from both the cell line pellets
include six subgroups differing with respect to estrogen and frozen tissue sections, using Tri-reagent (Sigma), as
receptor status (ER-positive and ER-negative) and tumor described by the manufacturer. The recovered protein
grade (low, intermediate, high). Additional selection cri- was dissolved in SDS isolation buffer (50 mmol/L Tris, pH
teria also included high tissue quality; presence of inva- 6.8, 20 mmol/L EDTA, 5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
sive tumor within >35% of the cross section of the frozen 5 mmol/L ,3-glycerophosphate) and a cocktail of protease
block for invasive ductal cases, and minimal (<5%) nor- inhibitors (Boehringer Mannheim, Laval, PQ). Protein
mal or in situ epithelial components. The second cohort concentrations were determined using the Micro-BCA
comprised 23 invasive tumors selected to include four protein assay kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Sixty micrograms
subgroups of different tumor types1 8 that vary in differ- of total protein lysates were run on a 16.5% sodium
entiation and metastatic potential, including invasive lob- dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
ular (six), medullary (five), tubular (six), and colloid (six). (SDS-PAGE) mini gel, using Tricine SDS-PAGE to sepa-
Similar secondary criteria were also used for this cohort. rate the proteins,21 and then transferred to 0.2-,Am Nitro-

For analysis of antibody specificity and for positive cellulose (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON). After blocking in
controls for tumor assays, MCF7 human breast cancer 10% skimmed milk powder in Tris-buffered saline-0.05%
cells obtained from the American Type Culture Collection Tween (TBST buffer), blots were incubated with chicken
(Manassas, VA) were used. MCF7 cells were grown as IgY anti-psoriasin antibody (- 15 JLg/ml in TBST), followed
previously described under normal conditions in the by incubation with secondary antibody, rabbit IgG anti-
presence of 5% fetal bovine serum, to provide a negative chicken IgY conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (1:
control.2" Alternatively MCF7 cells were subjected to es- 5000 dilution in TBST; Jackson ImmunoResearch Labo-
trogen-deprived conditions in the presence of charcoal- ratories), and visualization by incubation with Supersignal
stripped serum before stimulation by estradiol (10-s (Pierce), per the manufacturer's instructions. Exposed
mol/L) for 48 hours before harvesting to induce psoriasin x-ray films were photographed, and the band intensities
expression and provide a positive control. As an addi- were determined by video image analysis, using MCID
tional positive control MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer M4 software (Imaging Research, ST. Catherine's, ON). All
cells were transfected with a plasmid containing the cy- signals were adjusted with reference to the psoriasin-
tomegalovirus (CMV) promotor adjacent to the psoriasin transfected MDA-MB-231 cell control (CL7FD3), run on
cDNA (Hiller-Hitchcock T, Leygue E, Cummins-Leygue each blot.
C, Murphy LC, Watson PH, manuscript in preparation),
and stable transfectants (CL7FD3 cell clone) expressing
psoriasin mRNA were also used. Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry was performed on 5-jim paraffin-
Antibody Reagents embedded breast tumor tissue sections from tissueblocks fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 18-24

A psoriasin-specific chicken IgY polyclonal antibody was hours. After deparaffinizing, clearing, and hydrating to
generated by immunization of chickens with a 14-amino PBS buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.05% Tween 20
acid peptide corresponding to the carboxy terminus of (Mallinckrodt), the sections were pretreated with hydro-
psoriasin (KOSHGAAPCSGGSO; Bionostics, Toronto, gen peroxide (3%) for 10 minutes to remove endogenous
and Aves Labs). A >90% pure IgY fraction from chicken peroxidases, and nonspecific binding was blocked with
egg yolk was obtained in phosphate-buffered saline normal rabbit serum (1:50; Sigma). Primary chicken IgY
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anti-psoriasin antibody (1:500 dilution in PBS) was ap- Reverse Transcriptase-Polymerase Chain
plied for 1 hour at 370C followed by washing and incu- Reaction Analysis
bation with the secondary antibody, peroxidase-conju-
gated affinity purified rabbit anti-chicken (1:200 dilution), Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-
for 1 hour at room temperature. Detection was performed PCR) was performed based on extracted RNA (600 ng)
with 3,3'-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride peroxi- that was reverse transcribed in a total volume of 20 .I as
dase substrate (Sigma) and counterstaining with methyl described previously.1 Briefly, reverse transcription was
green (2%), followed by dehydration, clearing, and completed with the following reaction mixture: for each
mounting. A positive tissue control and a negative re- sample, 200 ng (2 .g1 of 0.1 .gg//l) of total RNA was added
agent control (normal rabbit serum only/no primary anti- to 16 /kl of RT mix (4 /i of 5X RT buffer; 1 tl of each of
body) were run in parallel in all experiments. Immuno- dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP, all at 2.5 mmol/L; 2 /.l of
staining was scored semiquantitatively by assessing the 0.1% bovine serum albumin; 2 /l of 0.1 mol/L dithiothre-
average signal intensity (on a scale of 0 to 3) and the itol; 1 ji1 of 0.25 mol/L random hexamer primer; 2 gi of
proportion of tumor cells shoiinga positive nuclear sig- dimethy! sulfoxide (DMSO), and 1-pI of 200 units/pl of
nal (0, none; 0.1, less than one-tenth; 0.5, less than Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase)
one-half; 1.0 greater than one-half). The intensity and and incubated at 370C for 1.5 hours. Each PCR was
proportion scores were then multiplied to give an overall performed in 50-gl volume, using 1 p1I of the completed

score, and tumors with a score equal to or higher than 1.0 RT reaction, (cDNA); 30.8 1d of sterile water; 5 fl of 10x
were deemed positive. PCR buffer; 5 /1 of 25 mmol/L MgCl2; 200 mmol/L each of

dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dT-TP, 1 •,l of DM,0, 1 unit of
Taq DNA polymerase; and 0.5 g1 of 50 mmol/L PCR
primers. The psoriasin primers were sense (5'-AAG AAA

In Situ Hybridization GAT GAG CAA CAC-3') and antisense (5'-CCA GCA
AGG ACA GAA ACT-3') corresponding to the cDNA se-

In situ hybridization was performed on paraffin sections (5 quence, 13 or alternatively, PCR was performed with
g±m) according to a previously described protocol.' Lin- GAPDH primers, sense (5'-ACC CAC TCC TCC ACC TTT
earized psoriasin plasmid cDNA (1.0 /Ig/fl) was used to G-3') and antisense (5'-CTC TTG TGC TCT TGC TGG
generate UTPs35-1abeled sense and antisense RNA G-3'). 23 For PCR amplification the reaction comprised an
probes with the Riboprobe System (Promega, Madison, initial step of 5 minutes at 940C, and then 45 cycles (30
Wl) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Sense seconds at 940C, 30 seconds at 560C, 30 seconds at
and antisense probes were equalized by diluting 1 X 106 72 0C) for psoriasin or 35 cycles (45 seconds at 930C, 45
cpm//Il in hybridization solution. These were then applied seconds at 580C, 30 seconds at 72°C) for GAPDH. PCR
to paraffin sections (approximately 30 Al of probe per products of the two genes amplified from the same RT
section) that had undergone postfixation with 4% para- reaction were loaded into the same wells onto a 1.5%
formaldehyde (pH 7.4) in PBS and further pretreatments agarose gel before electrophoresis and ethidium bro-
with triethanolamine/acetic anhydride and proteinase K mide staining to visualize psoriasin (246 bp) and GAPDH
before hybridization. Sections were then coverslipped, (198 bp) cDNAs under UV illumination.
sealed, and incubated overnight in a humid chamber at Preliminary experiments were performed with cell line
420C. After coverslip removal, sections underwent incu- and tumor RNA samples to establish the appropriate
bation in posthybridization solution and buffered RNase RNA input and PCR cycle number conditions to achieve
A (20 gg/ul), followed by several washes in descending amplification with both psoriasin and GAPDH primers in
dilutions of standard saline citrate buffer to remove the linear range in a typical sample. Tumors from each
weakly bound nonspecific label. After dehydration in eth- cohort were processed as a batch, from frozen section-
anol containing 300 mmol/L ammonium acetate, the sec- ing to RNA extraction, reverse transcription in triplicate,
tions were coated in NTB-2 Kodak emulsion, subse- and then duplicate PCRs from each RT reaction. For each
quently developed after various time intervals from 2 to 5 batch controls included RT-negative and RNA-negative
weeks, and counterstained with Lee's methylene blue controls and both psoriasin-positive (estradiol-stimulated
and basic fuchsin. Psoriasin expression was assessed by MCF7) and psoriasin-negative (untransfected, wild-type
bright-field microscopic examination at low power (10X MDA-MB-231 cells) RNA controls. All primary tumor PCR
objective) magnification with reference to the negative signals were assessed in gels and autoradiographs by
sense and positive control tumor sections run with each video image capture and with a MCID-M4 image analysis
batch. Levels were scored semiquantitatively as previ- program. Psoriasin expression was standardized to

ously described 22 by assessing.the average signal.inten- GAPDH expression assessed from the same RT reaction
sity (on a scale of 0 to 3) and the proportion of tumor cells in separate PCR reactions and run in parallel on the same
showing a positive signal (0, none; 0.1, less than one- gel, and the mean of each duplicate PCR was then ex-
tenth; 0.5, less than one-half; 1.0 greater than one-half). pressed relative to the levels in the MCF7 cell line stan-
The intensity and proportion scores were then multiplied dard. The invasive tumor component within each section
to give an overall score, and tumors with a score equal to was also assessed in the adjacent mirror image paraffin
or higher than 1.0 were deemed positive. section, and the percentage area occupied by tumor was
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used to correct for differences in epithelial cell content of
the tumor sections used for RNA extraction.

Statistical Analysis

For analysis of associations, standardized psoriasin Q " "
mRNA levels were used either as a continuous variable or A
transformed into low- or high-expression categories, us-
ing a level of one relative density unit. This cutpoint was
selected to correspond to the lowest level at which pro-
tein could be detected by Western blot. Correlations with 17.7Kd
estrogen (ER) and progesterone (PR) receptor levels and
inflammation were tested using Spearman's test. Associ-
ations with categorical variables were tested by either 7.7Kd
Mann-Whitney or analysis of variance tests for selected
dependent variables, or unpaired t-test for independent
variables, or a X2 test. B

Results 17.7Kd - _. .

Characterization of Psoriasin-Specific Antibody *

Multiple S100 proteins are expressed in individual tissues 7,7Kd
and cells. To specifically distinguish psoriasin expression
within archival formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tis- Figure 1. Western blot analysis of cell lines and tumors to demonstrate
sues we raised a polyclonal antibody in chicken against anti-psorasin lgY antibody specificity. A: A protein band (approx 11.7 kd)

detected using a chicken IgY anti-psoriasin antibody in a psoriasin-trans-
a synthetic peptide that corresponded to the COOH ter- fected MDA-MB-231 breast cell line and two tumors (10049, 12434), but

minus of psoriasin. This 14-amino acid region was se- absent in tumor 13402 and wild-type MDA-MB-231 cells. B: Detection of
several S100-like proteins, using a commercial polyclonal S100 antibody

lected on the basis of very low homology to other S100 applied to the same samples, in addition to weak detection of the same
proteins. Western blot analysis of an MDA-MB-231 breast (approx 11.7 kd) protein band seen in A.

cell line transfected with a plasmid incorporating psoria-
sin cDNA under the control of a CMV promotor (and protein and RNA extracted from sections cut from the
known to express psoriasin mRNA by Northern blot; un- adjacent mirror-image frozen tissue blocks). Skin biop-
published data) and breast tumors showed a single band sies from the margins of two psoriatic lesions and a
corresponding to a protein of approx 11.7 kd with the squamous carcinoma of larynx were also studied, as
chicken IgY antibody (Figure 1A). This signal could be psoriasin was originally identified as a highly expressed
completely inhibited by preincubation of the primary an- protein in psoriatic skin and has also been identified as
tibody with psoriasin synthetic peptide (data not shown) an expressed sequence tag in a cDNA library from laryn-
and was absent from the wild-type and vector-alone geal squamous carcinoma (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
transfected MDA-MB-231 control cells. By comparison, a UniGene/Hs.112408). All cases were subjected to both
commercial anti-S100 antibody (Sigma), known to detect immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization on adja-
several S100 proteins in MDA-MB-231 cells, 24 weakly cent paraffin sections, and both signals were assessed
recognized the same 11.7-kd protein in transfected cells independently, using a semiquantitative scoring system
as well as several other S100 proteins in most samples as described in Materials and Methods.
(Figure 1B). Both antibodies reacted with additional In breast tumors psoriasin protein was detected pre-
higher molecular mass bands in tumor samples. How- dominantly within epithelial tumor cells and was localized
ever, specificity of the 11.7-kd psoriasin signal was fur- within both tumor cell nuclei as well as cytoplasm. Pso-
ther confirmed by Western blot using another anti-pso- riasin was also present within some stromal cells and in
riasin polyclonal rabbit antibody previously raised some cases also on the luminal aspects of endothelial
against a recombinant psoriasin protein (data not cells within small vessels (Figure 2). However, in situ
shown). hybridization demonstrated that mRNA expression was

limited to epithelial tumor cells in all cases (Figure 2). The

Localization of Cellular Expression of Psoriasin nuclear immunohistochemical staining was completely
abolished by competition with the immunizing peptide

To assess cellular localization of psoriasin we studied and was not present in tumors that were negative for
paraffin-embedded tissue blocks from breast, skin, and psoriasin but showed additional immunoreactive bands
larynx by immunohistochemistry. The breast tumors stud- on Western blot (eg, see case 13402, Figure 1, and case
ied possessed either high (six cases) or low (seven 8840, Figure 4). Immunohistochemistry and Western blot
cases) levels of psoriasin mRNA and total protein expres- were concordant in 12/13 cases. In one case Western
sion (determined by Western blot and RT-PCR analysis of blot analysis was negative and weak focal staining was
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Figure 2. Inmmunohistochemical and in situ hybridization analysis of the cellular distribution and patterns of expression of psoriasin within psoriatic skin and
breast carcinoma. Psoriasin protein is localized in hyperplastic epidermis of skin to both nuclei (A, white arrow) and cytoplasm (A, black arrow) of
keratinocytes. Similar nuclear and cytoplasmic staining is seen in breast epithelial tumor cells (C, black arrow; case 8965). Psoriasin protein is also detected within
occasional stromal inflammatory cells (C, white arrow). E: H&E-stained section from the same region of the tumor shown in C. Psoriasin mRNA expression in
skin is restricted to epithelial cells in suprabasal layers of epidermis (B) and scattered invasive epithelial tumor cells in breast tumors (D), detected using antisense
probe (B and D) compared to sense probe (F). Original magnification for all panels at the microscope, X200.

seen by immunohistochemistry. Specificity of the nuclear mRNA expression by in situ hybridization in adjacent
signal was further confirmed by the fact that the presence sections (Figure 2). The adjoining normal skin was neg-
of immunohistochemically detected protein expression, ative. Occasional positive immunohistochemical staining,
assessed on the basis of nuclear staining, was highly but no mRNA signal, was also observed in stromal cells in
concordant (92%) with expression detected by in situ the dermis underlying the psoriatic lesion. As seen in
hybridization mRNA. breast tumor cells, psoriasin protein was localized both to

In skin, immunohistochemical staining was localized to the nucleus and cytoplasm within keratinocytes (Figure
keratinocytes within the mid to upper zones of the epi- 2). The same nuclear and cytoplasmic localization was
dermis of skin showing psoriasiform hyperplasia. These also detected in a squamous laryngeal carcinoma (data
keratinocytes corresponded to the cells that also showed not shown). However, the polyclonal rabbit anti-psoriasin
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antibody previously shown to provide immunofluorescent with RT-PCR analysis, Western blot-positive invasive duc-
staining in frozen skin sections 13

,25 did not detect any tal tumors were also significantly associated with ER-
signal on paraffin sections from skin or breast. Additional negative (P < 0.0001) and PR-negative (P < 0.0012) and
experiments were performed with the chicken IgY anti- node-positive (P = 0.0143) status (Table 2).
psoriasin antibody on skin and breast tumor sections in The relationship between psoriasin mRNA and protein
which immunohistochemical conditions (microwave ver- expression and host inflammatory response was also
sus protease antigen retrieval) and tissue treatment/fixa- examined (Table 2). Psoriasin mRNA showed a signifi-
tion conditions (formalin versus alcohol versus parafor- cant positive correlation in the entire cohort (n = 57, r =
maldehyde versus frozen) were varied, and nuclear 0.47, P = 0.0002), in the entire cohort excluding the
localization persisted under all conditions (data not medullary carcinoma subgroup, which includes inflam-
shown). matory infiltrates as a diagnostic criterion (n = 52, r =

0.42, P = 0.0022), and within the invasive ductal sub-
group alone (n = 34, r = 0.39, P = 0.023). Cases with

Expression of Psoriasin-mRNA in Invasive Western blot-detectable psoriasi[rp-rotein also showed

Breast Tumors increased inflammatory infiltrates, both in the entire co-
hort (mean (SD) = 3.6 (1.1) vs. 2.3 (1.2), P = 0.004) and

The changes in psoriasin expression previously ob- in the entire cohort excluding the medullary subgroup
served in association with the transition from in situ to (mean (SD) = 3.3 (0.89) vs. 2.1 (0.98), P = 0.007).
invasive carcinoma suggested a functional role in the
early stages of progression. However, alteration of pso-
riasin expression in normal skin nas aiso oeen associated
with abnormal keratinocyte differentiation. To examine Discussion
further the relationship of psoriasin with differentiation
and invasiveness, we used RT-PCR and Western blot to We have developed a psoriasin-specific antibody and
examine psoriasin mRNA and protein levels in a cohort of confirmed its specificity as well as its ability to detect the
invasive tumors. These tumors included several different psoriasin protein in formalin-fixed and paraffin-embed-
tumor types and a range of differentiation, as determined ded specimens. We have shown that there is a high
by tumor grade and estrogen receptor status (Table 1). concordance between psoriasin mRNA and protein lev-

Psoriasin mRNA was detected in all tumors by RT- els in invasive tumors, and persistance of psoriasin ex-
PCR, but the levels varied considerably and were mostly pression at higher levels is significantly associated with
low (Figure 3). Within the invasive ductal subgroup there poor prognostic markers, including ER- and PR-negative
was no significant difference in psoriasin expression with and lymph node-positive status. Psoriasin expression
tumor grade. There was also no significant difference within breast tumor cells is also associated with inflam-
between tumor size or type, although there was a trend matory infiltrates.
toward lower levels of expression in both well-differenti- Indirect support for a role for S100 genes in breast
ated tumor types, tubular and mucinous carcinomas, tumor progression is provided by several observations.
whereas lobular and medullary carcinomas showed a Disruption of calcium signaling pathways has been im-
trend toward higher expression than invasive ductal tu- plicated as a central mechanism in tumorigenesis and
mors. However, higher levels of psoriasin mRNA expres- specifically in the process of invasion and metastasis. 2 6

sion showed a significant inverse correlation with both ER Moreover, the chromosomal location of the S100 gene
and PR levels (r = -0.66, P = 0.0001; r = -0.47, P = family lies in a region of chromosome 1 that frequently
0.0003, Spearman) and with ER and PR negative status (>50%) shows loss of heterozygosity in invasive tu-
(ER-ve vs. ER+ve; n = 28 vs. 29, mean (SD) 1.032 (0.7) mors. 27 Furthermore, several S100 genes are expressed
vs. 0.32 (0.36), P < 0.0001 Mann-Whitney; PR-ve vs. in breast cell lines and tumors and are known to manifest
PR+ve, n = 25 vs. 32, 1.05 (0.72) vs. 0.37 (0.40), P < alteration of their expression in association with tumori-
0.0001) in all tumors and within the invasive ductal sub- genesis and progression. 11.24 In particular, S100A2 and
group. Psoriasin expression was also higher in axillary S100A4 have been identified to be differentially ex-
node-positive cases in all tumors (mean (SD) = 0.86 pressed between normal and neoplastic cells 3 '2 8

.
29 and

(0.73) vs. 0.59 (0.66), and the difference was statistically up-regulated in metastatic as compared to nonmetastatic
significant for the invasive ductal subgroup (mean (SD) = cells in both mouse and rat mammary tumor cell lines. 5

.
30

0.88 (0.79) vs. 0.38 (0.28), P = 0.035, t-test). These In vivo studies of breast tumors have also shown a corre-
relationships with ER, PR, and nodal status (Table 2) were lation between high levels of S100A4 expression, nodal
also evident and remained statistically significant after metastasis, and ER-negative status. 31 More direct evi-
correction of psoriasin levels for the relative tumor cell dence has emerged from modulation of S100A4 expres-
content, assessed as a percentage within the paraffin sion in transfected cell lines that have shown that over-
sections adjacent to the frozen tissue sections studied. expression of S100A4 can also induce the metastatic

Psoriasin protein was detected by Western blot analy- phenotype in mouse, rat, and human cells.4 6 3 2 Further-
sis in 10 tumors (Table 1 and Figure 4). These tumors (six more, there is evidence that S100A4 may exert its effect
ductal, two lobular, two medullary) corresponded to on cell cytoskeleton8a 9 and motility, 7 and it has also been
those with the highest mRNA levels observed by RT-PCR demonstrated that up-regulation of S100A4 in mouse
(above 1.0 arbitrary expression units). Also consistent tumor cell lines can down-regulate. expression of E-
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Table 1. Clinicopathological Parameters, Histological Composition of the Tumor Section, and Psoriasin Expression in 57 Invasive
Breast Carcinomas Assessed by RT-PCR and Western Blot

Clinicopathological parameters Psoriasin

TB# Type ER PR GrSc Size NS Inf RT-PCR RT-PCR/Inv% WB

11549 muc 194 133 3 - 2 0.06 0.15 -

10515 muc 341 176 3 - 1 0.08 0.14 -

9948 muc 46 22 6.5 - 1 0.10 0.16 -

10582 muc 109 62 2.3 na 1 0.14 0.34 -

8832 muc 295 177 4 - 2 1.94 2.77 -

8021 muc 331 328 2.3 - 2 0.11 0.15 -

11387 tub 105 35 3.5 na 2 0.09 0.29 -

9483 tub 56 0 1.2 - 2 0.09 0.91 -

11651 tub 67 24 2.2 - 3 0.23 0.77 -

8814 tub 232 103 2 - 2 0.44 1.45 -

8720 tub--- 29 73 2 - ! -- 0.52 5.21 -

12072 tub 8.3 5 2.3 +. 3 0.67 1.34 -

13041 med 3.4 9 2 - 5 0.40 0.49 -

13153 med 4.9 2.4 3 na 5 0.61 0.76 -

11867 med 1.4 9 1.6 + 5 1.60 2.67 +
13058 med 4.6 12 2.8 - 5 1.63 2.04 -

12434 med 1 1.3 .1.2 - 5 1.63 3.27 +
8639 ilc 52 83 na - 1 0.20 0.67 -

8799 ilc !11 139 6 + 2 .131 - 3.15 -

8993 ilc 142 528 8 + 1 0.52 0.86 -

9801 ilc 2.1 9.8 na - 3 0.56 1.60 -

8921 ilc 2.3 8.9 8 - 2 2.07 3.77 +
8961 ilc 0.7 3.4 2.5 - 3 2.34 5.84 +
9000 idc 392 596 7 2.5 - 1 0.07 0.09 -

13402 idc 49 35 4 2.8 - 2 0.07 0.17 -

11971 idc 97 25 4 1.5 - 2 0.13 0.42 -

8684 idc 74 43 7 5 + 1 0.14 0.35 -

12853 idc 17.3 83 9 4.8 + 4 0.15 0.22 -

8840 idc 74 68 7 1.8 + 3 0.17 0.37 -

8834 idc 10 147 5 2 - 2 0.17 0.34 -

8674 idc 16.7 4.5 9 na - 2 0.19 0.35 -

12037 idc 225 144 4 3.5 + 2 0.20 0.40 -

12868 idc 93 141 9 3.5 na 1 0.21 0.28 -

8599 idc 58 81 4 3.5 - 1 0.24 0.79 -

10105 idc 0.9 3.8 9 3 + 4 0.24 0.40 -

7928 idc 33 72 5 3 + 2 0.27 0.67 -

13414 idc 15.5 59 5 4.1 - 2 0.28 0.56 -
11343 idc 78 44 4 na - 3 0.29 0.73 -

10644 idc 130 4.7 9 3.2 + 2 0.32 0.81 -

10137 idc 42 26 7 1.8 - 1 0.44 0.89 -

10064 idc 0.8 4.6 9 2.5 na 2 0.53 0.88 -

11769 idc 1.1 3.5 7 na - 3 0.56 0.80 -

8932 idc 114 27 4 2 - 1 0.56 1.13 -

10906 idc 46 6.6 9 4.5 na 5 0.58 0.64 -

8789 idc 0.8 0.4 7 na na 3 0.66 .1.64 -

10150 idc 70 42 7 na - 1 0.67 1.68 -

11459 idc 3.6 98 5 4.6 + 3 0.67 0.96 -

13191 idc 17.2 9.2 9 3.2 - 2 0.69 0.87 -

10124 idc 1.9 12.9 9 3 - 4 1.00 1.42 -

8830 idc 0.7 8 9 6 + 4 1.06 1.32 +
8790 idc 6 50 5 1.5 + 2 1.07 3.58 -

11118 idc 6.6 11.8 5 8.5 + 2 1.10 2.20 -
12715 idc 1.5 16 7 3 na 3 1.24 2.06 +
9631 idc 0.7 4.5 9 na + 4 1.32 3.10 +
8965 idc 0.4 9.9 7 na + 4 1.85 2.64 +

10049 idc 0.8 14 9 3.7 + 4 2.01 5.04 +
8704 idc 0.7 3.5 7 3.5 + 2 2.60 6.50 +

TB, tumor bank case number; type, mucinous (muc), tubular (tub), medullary (med), lobular (ilc), ductal (idc); ER, PR, estrogen/progesterone
receptor levels (fmol/mg protein); GrSc, Nottingham grade score; Size, tumor size (cms); NS, nodal status, positive (+), negative (-), not available
(na); Inf, estimate of inflammatory infiltrate, low (1) to high (5). RI-PCR, psoriasin mRNA level determined by RT-PCR; RT-PCR/Inv%, psoriasin mRNA
level determined by RT-PCR and adjusted for the percentage tumor cell content of the tissue section (as described in Materials and Methods); WB,
psoriasin protein level determined by Western blot.
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Figure 3. RT-PCR analysis of psoriasin mRNA expression in invasive breast 1111111'1'1
tumors. Psoriasin (upper black arrow) and GAP1)H (lower open arrow) 7.7Kd -
from duplicate PCRs of 10 representative tumors. Control lanes include
estradiol-treated MCF7-E2 cells, a tumor control 12077c, and wild-type MI)A-
"MB-231 cells. Figure 4. Western blot analysis of psoriasin protein expression in invasive

breast tumors. Psoriasin (black arrow) is detected in 3/12 representative
tumors and within the positive control (CL7FD3 .

cadherin and disturb the intracellular distribution of
B-catenin. -..

A possible role for psoriasin (S1 00A7) in breast cancer similar differences have been found with other genes in
first emerged when it was also identified as a cDNA breast tumors,3 4 suggesting that additional external fac-
down-regulated in a nodal metastasis relative to a pri- tors may influence psoriasin regulation in vivo.
mary breast tumor.3 3 Nevertheless, the significance of Although the biological effect of alteration of psoriasin
the initial observation was unclear because of the fact in breast tumors is currently unknown, it is interesting to
that expression was only detectable in a small proportion speculate from this pattern of expression that psoriasin
of cells witnTn invasive prinarytumors studied by in situ may bc important in the inoosise Phenotype.1 6 This role
hybridization and overall could be detected in only 18% might be mediated through an indirect influence on the
of primary tumor specimens assessed by Northern anal- effector cells of the host immune response or perhaps
ysis. An explanation for this paradox became apparent through a more direct influence on the epithelial tumor
when psoriasin was also identified by us as a gene that is cell. The first hypothesis is supported by the correlation
particularly highly expressed in the ductal epithelial cells seen here with the degree of host inflammatory cell re-
of preinvasive ductal carcinoma in situ,' which can be sponse within breast tumors and the previous evidence
present as a significant component with invasive tumor that implicates psoriasin as a chemotactic factor.14 How-
specimens. We have now shown that when higher levels ever, psoriasin protein was only detected in approxi-
of psoriasin expression persist within invasive tumors, mately 50% of medullary and ductal tumors with marked
this correlates with indicators of increased metastatic inflammatory responses. The second hypothesis is sup-
potential. It should be noted that the strong relationship ported by our observation that psoriasin may not only be
with ER status is compatible with studies of S100A431  secreted"3 , 5 but also can be localized in both nuclear
and the in vitro observation3 3 (and our unpublished data) and cytoplasmic compartments in normal skin and breast
that psoriasin is regulated by estradiol in MCF7 cells. tumors. Although further studies beyond immunohisto-
Although it is interesting that the nature of this correlation chemistry are necessary to confirm this observation, the
is different between the in vitro and in vivo situations, pattern of expression is consistent between cells in two

Table 2. Relationship between Psoriasin Expression and Prognostic and Tissue Factors

All IDC

n Low Ps High Ps n Low Ps High Ps

ER - 28 14 4 P = 0.0001 19 10 9 P = 0.0019
+ 29 28 1 15 15 0

PR - 25 13 12 P = 0.001 15 8 7 P = 0.018
+ 32 29 3 19 17 2

NS - 30 24 6 ns(P = 0.095) 14 13 1 P = 0.0002
+ 19 11 8 15 8 7

INFL Low 34 29 5 P= 0.049 20 17 3 ns (P= 0.07)
High 18 11 7 14 8 6

Size <2 12 9 3 6 5 1
2-5 29 22 7 ns 18 14 4 ns
Ž-5 7 4 3 3 1 2

Grade Low 12 10 2
Mod 10 7 3 ns
High 12 8 4

Type idc 34 25 9
ilc 6 4 2

med 5 2 3 ns
muc 6 5 1
tub 6 6 0

ER. PR, estrogen/progesterone receptor status; NS, nodal status: INFL, inflammatory infiltrate; Size, tumor size (cms); Grade, Nottingham grade:
Type. mucinous (muc), tubular (tub), medullary (med), lobular (ilc), ductal (idc); Low Ps/High Ps, low/high psoriasin mRNA level determined by RT-
PCR (cutpoint values used as described in Materials and Methods). P values determined by X

2
or ANOVA tests. ns, not significant.
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closely related epithelia, epidermis and breast ductal 5. Sherbet GV, Lakshmi MS: S100A4 (MTS1) calcium binding protein in

epithelium, and the detection of nuclear and cytoplasmic cancer growth, invasion and metastasis. Anticancer Res 1998, 18:

signal was unrelated to tissue fixation or immunohisto- 2415-2421
6. Grigorian M, Ambartsumian N, Lykkesfeldt AE, Bastholm L, Elling F,

chemistry protocol, which may effect staining with some Georgiev G, Lukanidin E: Effect of mtsl ($100A4) expression on the

antibodies.35 36 Dual localization and alteration of the progression of human breast cancer cells. Int J Cancer 1996, 67:831-
subcellular localization with disease has also been ob- 841

served with another S100 related keratinocyte protein, 7. Ford HL, Salim MM, Chakravarty R, Aluiddin V, Zain SB: Expression of
profilaggrin, expressed in the epidermis.2.37 Similarly, ai- Mtsl, a metastasis-associated gene, increases motility but not inva-

sion of a nonmetastatic mouse mammary adenocarcinoma cell line.

tered cellular distribution of proteins such as BRCA1 and Oncogene 1995, 11:2067-2075
B-catenin are also recognized to be an important aspect 8. Bastholm L, Elling F, Georgiev G, Lukanidin EKM, Tarabykina S,
of tumor progression.3ea-4 Furthermore, other 5100 pro- Bronstein i, Maitland N, Lomonosov M, Hansen K, Georgiev G, Lu-

teins have previously been associated with both extra-. kanidin E: Metastasis-associated Mtsl ($100A4) protein modulates
protein kinase C phosphorylation of the heavy chain of nonmuscle

cellular and intracellular actions,4 1 and previous studies myosin. J Biol Chem 1998, 273:9852-9856
have also indicated potential interactions for S1 00A4 with -9.-Ford-HL, Zain SB: Interaction of metastasis associated Mtsl protein
both cytoskeletale"e and nuclear4 2 proteins. It has also with nonmuscle myosin. Oncogene 1995, 10:1597-1605

recently been shown that other secreted 3100 proteins 10. Keirsebilck A, Bonne S, Bruyneel E, Vermassen P, Lukanidin E,
can be localized to cytoplasm and nucleus,43.44 and Mareel M, Van Roy F: E-cadherin and metastasin (mts-1/S100A4)

expression levels are inversely regulated in two tumor cell families.
specifically $100A2 has been found in breast cell nuclei, Cancer Res 1998, 58:4587-4591
whereas S100A6 localizes to the cytoplasm2 4 ; however, 11. Borglum AD, Flint T, Madsen P, Cells JE, Kruse TA: Refined mapping
the functional significance of these findings remains un- of the psoriasin gene $100A7 to chromosome 1cen-q21. Hum Genet

Known. 1995, 96.592-596
12. Hoffmann HJ, Olsen E, Etzerodt M, Madsen P, Thogersen HC, Kruse

In conclusion, we have shown that expression of pso- T, Cells JE: Psoriasin binds calcium and is upregulated by calcium to
riasin ($100A7) mRNA and protein correlates with indi- levels that resemble those observed in normal skin. J Invest Dermatol
cators of poor prognosis in invasive breast tumors, in- 1994, 103:370-375
cluding ER, PR, and nodal status, but is not related to 13. Madsen P, Rasmussen HH, Leffers H, Honore B, Dejgaard K, Olsen
differentiation, as manifested by invasive tumor type or . E; Kill J, Walbum E, Andersen AH, Basse B, et aL.: Molecular cloning,Soccu rrence, and expression of a novel partially secreted protein
grade. The relationship observed between psoriasin and "psoriasin" that is highly up-regulated in psoriatic skin. J Invest Der-
the inflammatory response is also compatible with a role matol 1991, 97:701-712
as a chemotactic factor; however, the possibility of addi- 14. Jinquan T, Vorum H, Larsen CG, Madsen P, Rasmussen HH, Gesser

tional intracellular functions is raised by the presence of B, Etzerodt M, Honore B, Cells JE, Thestrup-Pedersen K: Psoriasin: a

nboth skin and breast tumors. novel chemotactic protein. J Invest Dermatol 1996, 107:5-10.
15. Celis JE, Rasmussen HH, Vorum H, Madsen P, Honore B, Wolf H,

Further studies will be necessary to confirm the latter Orntoft TF: Bladder squamous cell carcinomas express psoriasin and
observation and pursue the biological functions of pso- externalize it to the urine. J Urol 1996, 155:2105-2112
riasin in relation to breast tumor progression. 16. watson PH, Leygue ER, Murphy LC: Psoriasin (S100A7). Int J Bio-

chem Cell Biol 1998, 30:567-571
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Pathology, D212-770 Bannatyne Previous studies have shown that lumican is expressed and increased in the stroma of breast
Ave, University of Manitoba, tumours. Lumican expression has now been examined relative to other members of the small
Winnipeg Manitoba R3E OW3, leucine-rich proteoglycan gene family in normal and neoplastic breast tissues, to begin to
Canada. determine its role in breast tumour progression. Western blot study showed that lumican protein isS/ E-maih:-watsonlcc.umanito- highly abundant relative to decorin, while biglycan and fibromodulin are only detected
ba.ca occasionally in breast tissues (n = 15 cases). Further analysis of lumican and decorin expression

performed in matched normal and tumour tissues by in situ hybridization showed that both
FmRNAs were expressed by similar fibroblast-like cells adjacent to epithelium. However, lumican
1mRNA expression was significantly increased in tumours (n=34, p<0.0001), while decorin

nIRNA was decreased (p=0.0002) in neoplastic relative to adjacent normal stroma. This was
accompanied by a significant increase in lumican protein (n=12, p=0.0122), but not decorin.
Further evidence of altered lumican expression in breast cancer was manifested by discordance
between lumican mRNA and protein localization in some regions of tumours but not in adjacent
morphologically normal tissues. It is concluded that lumican is the most abundant of these

CN Received: 22 June 1999 proteoglycans in breast tumours and that lumican and decorin are inversely regulated in
SRevised: I February 2000 association with breast tumourigenesis. Copyright © 2000 John W iley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction is overexpressed in invasive carcinomas [5]. Members

of this family of proteoglycans have been implicated
The development and progression of breast carcinoma principally in matrix assembly and structure [6], but
are caused by alterations in the expression of multiple also more recently in the control of cell growth [7].
genes, most of which are responsible for normal While studies of decorin have shown altered expression
physiological pathways and the necessary cellular in neoplastic stroma [3], lumican has previously been

- interactions to support these functions within the studied only in the context of connective tissue and
, mammary gland. These include alterations in the corneal disease [8,9], and the role of SLRPs in human

Sinteractions between the epithelial and stromal cells, breast cancer is relatively unexplored. To explore
, which are manifested in tumours by well-recognized further the potential role of lumican and related genes
-• morphological changes known as the stromal reaction in breast tumour progression, we have now examined
'- [1]. Such alterations in stromal-epithelial interactions the expression of lumican relative to that of other

_r-±may influence the risk of transformation of the breast members of the SLRP family, decorin, biglycan and
o-'.. '• epithelial cell and may contribute~very early steps in fibromodulin, at both mRNA and protein level, in

0 tumourigenesis, as has recently been proposed in other normal and neoplastic breast tissues.
g • systems [2]. However, the net effect of these alterations
•, • in the stroma on the later stages of tumour progression Materials and methods
Z is unresolved [3].

Resolution of this issue is complicated by the Human breast tissues
t recognition that the stroma is a highly complex tissue

: that includes a variety of different types of fibroblasts All breast tumour cases used for this study were
, [4] and a range of proteins, glycoproteins, and selected from the NCIC-Manitoba Breast Tumor Bank
Sproteoglycans which may play a role in tumour (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada). As has been pre-

"o biology. We have recently extended this list by viously described [10], tissues are accrued to the bank
E • identifying lumican, a member of the small leucine- from cases at multiple centres within Manitoba,

rich proteoglycans (SLRPs) as an mRNA that is rapidly collected, and processed to create matched
Sexpressed in the stroma of normal breast tissues and formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded, and frozen tissue
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blocks with the mirror image surfaces orientated by sections (20 x 20 pm) was cut from the measured
coloured inks. The histology and cellular composition surface of each tissue block together with a single
of every sample in the bank are interpreted in section from the adjacent paraffin block. This was used
haematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections from as a reference for composition and protein extraction
the face of the former tissue block, was then performed on the frozen sections with

For the initial study to compare broadly the equivalent volumes of extraction buffer. Proteins
expression of different members of the SLRP gene present in equivalent volumes of extracts were analysed
family, a mixed pilot cohort was selected from the by SDS/PAGE and immunoblotting, using anti-
Tumor Bank to include nine different invasive carci- peptide antibodies specific for the carboxyl-terminal
nomas, three normal tissue samples from patients with regions of the core proteins of lumican, decorin,
cancer, and three normal tissues from normal patients fibromodulin, and biglycan [12-14]. The specificity of
without cancer. The invasive tumours included differ- all antibodies was verified by peptide absorption and
ent tumour types (five ductal, three lobular, and one SLRP cross-reactivity analysis. Protein signals were
tubular carcinoma), grades (four high, one moderate, detected by chemiluminescence and photographed
four low Nottingham grades), and oestrogen receptor prior to quantitation by video-image analysis and
(ER) levels (three ER <10 fmol/mg, three ER 10-20, densitometry using an MCID M4 system and software
three ER 39-169), and total stromal fractions ranging (Imaging Research, St Catherines, Ontario, Canada).
from 50 to 95% of the cross-sectional area. The mean All signals were then adjusted with reference to control
patient ages were 62, 70, and 28 years for each cartilage samples run with each blot. For the second
subgroup, respectively (tumour tissues, normal tissues cohort of matched tissue samples, signals were also
adjacent to tumours, and normal tissues). adjusted with reference to the measured cross-sectional

For the subsequent studies to compare lumican and area and the stromal content of the tissue block to
decorin expression, a second more defined and homo- control for equivalent loading. Additional analysis was
geneous cohort of 46 cases was selected to provide performed on all signals after further adjustment for
matching primary tumour tissues and adjacent normal relative stromal content of the tissue sections assessed
tissue. This cohort included only invasive ductal carci- in adjacent H&E sections.
nomas and was primarily selected to ensure availability
of histologically confirmed and distinct regions compris- lmmunohistochemistry

.,0 ing morphologically normal and tumour tissue elements" " in different blocks (12 cases, for western blot studies) or Immunohistochemistry was performed on paraffin
hyfrtr brdizion sections using the same antibody to lumican as usedF- the same block (34 cases, for in situ hybridization for immunoblotting [9,12]. Sections (5 gm thick) were

,• studies). The subset used for western blot studies was obtained from paraffin-embedded tissue blocks match-
0.. also selected to possess equivalent cross-sectional areas

[mean section area(SD) in tumour tissues =0.86(-44) cm2, ing the frozen tissue blocks of those cases used for
adjacent normal tissues =0.85(0.35) m2] and stromal reverse transcriplion-polymerase chain (RT-PCR) and /content [mean stromal area(SD) in tumour tissues protein analysis. After deparaffinzing, clearing, and
=6co )%, adjacent normal tissues =89(6)0/0] between hydrating in TBS buffer (Tris buffered saline, pH 7.6)

the matching blocks and to incorporate cancer cases the sections were pretreated with 3% hydrogen per-

from both post-menopausal (six cases mean(sD) =76(7) oxide for 10 min to remove endogenous peroxidases
and non-specific binding was blocked with normalS years) and pre-menopausal patients (six casesswnseu,10(VcoLartris-40)TBS • mean(SD) = 44(3) yasswine serum, 1 : 10 (Vector Laboratories S-4000). TBSS m D 4ywas used between steps to rinse and as a diluent.

SoimPrimary antibody to lumican was applied at a 1:400
Sodium dodecyl sulphate/polyacrylamide gel dilution overnight at 4'C, followed by biotinylated

= electrophoresis (SDS/PAGE) and immunoblotting secondary swine anti-rabbit IgG, 1:200 (DAKO) for
I h at room temperature. Tissue sections were incu-Total proteins were extracted from frozen tissue btd4 i tro eprtr iha vdn

tise bated 45 mm at room temperature with an avidin!
'• sections. These were cut from the face of frozen tissuebiotin horseradish peroxidase system (Vectastain ABC

_-2 e, blocks immediately adjacent to the face of a matching Elite, Vector Lab.) followed by detection with DAB
t paraffin block [11] from which paraffin sections hadp(diaminobenzidine), counterstaining with 2% methylS been previously cut for pathological assessment andS I ben revousy cu fo paholgica asessentand green, and mounting. A positive tissue control (colonic
z = for in situ hybridization. For the first cohort of cases, green, and m nngative tisse control (opic

an average of 20 20 gm tissue sections were cut from
:22 antibody) were run in parallel. Immunostaining pat-Seach typical tissue block (0.5 x 1.0 cm cross-sectional antibody) were run by l.gItmun os copi c

,• • area) and used for extraction; however, the number of terns and intensity were assessed by light microscopicS~visualization.
tissue sections was varied for each case according to

•- the measured area of the tissue within individual In situ hybridization
o • blocks, to ensure that equivalent volumes of tissue
C were used for the extraction, which was done as Paraffin-embedded 5 jm sections of breast tissues were
* *. described previously [12]. For the second cohort of analysed by in situ hybridization according to a

Smatching tissue samples, the same number of frozen previously described protocol [5]. For lumican, the
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plasmid Lumi-398, which consisted of pGEM-T plasmid of three other members of the SLRP family, decorin,
(Pharmacia Biotech), containing a 398 bp portion of fibromodulin and biglycan, by western blot in a
lumican cDNA between bases 1332 and 1729, was used heterogeneous panel of nine breast tumours and six
as a template to generate UTPs 35 labelled sense and normal tissues.
antisense riboprobes using Riboprobe Systems (Pro- Lumican was highly abundant in all samples and in
mega, Madison, WI, USA) and either the T7 or SP6 both neoplastic and normal tissues (Figure 1). A
promotor at the 5' or 3' end of the lumican sequence significant increase was seen in the mean level of
according to the manufacturer's instructions. For lumican protein between normal and tumour [mean(SD)

decorin, the plasmid Dec-322 was used as a template. tissue adjusted optical density units, normal = 0.43(0.08),
This consisted of pGEM-T plasmid containing a decorin tumour =0.56(01 5), p=0.026, Mann-Whitney test].
insert with a comparable length (322 bp) to the lumican Although an apparent difference in the level of lumican
probe generated by PCR amplification from the decorin between normal samples from normal patients and
cDNA [12] using primers that corresponded to decorin normal samples adjacent to tumours was seen, this
(sense 5'-AAATGCCCAAAACTCTICAG-3'and anti- difference did not persist when the different stromal
sense 5'-AAACTCAATCCCAACTfAGCC-3') [15]. content of these samples was taken into account.
All PCR cDNAs and plasmid inserts were sequenced to Similarly, there was no difference in the levels in
confirm their entity. Levels of lumican and decorin tumour tissues on comparing pre- and post-
expression were assessed in normal and tumour regions menopausal patients. Nevertheless, an increase in the
by microscopic examination at low magnification and overall molecular weight and polydiversity was noted
with referenceto the negative sense and positive control between normal tissues and morphologically normal
tumour sections. This was done as previously described tissue adjacent to tumours, which might be attributable
[5] by scoring the estimated average signal intensity (on a to either different age or association with tumour in
scale of 0-3) and the proportion of stromal cells showing the adjacent breast.
a positive signal (0, none; 0.1, less than one-tenth; 0.5, In comparison, decorin, although also present in
less than one-half; 1.0, greater than one-half). The most samples examined by wester blot, was much less
intensity and proportion scores were then multiplied to

,,,1. give an overall score. Regions with a score lower than 1.0
O• were deemed negative or weakly positive,. -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 C

a... tumours, two cases were selected that showed marked
and well-defined regions within the same tissue section LUMICAN
with discrepancies between mRNA and protein expres-

sion. This was determined by in situ hybridization and
immunohistochemistry in adjacent serial sections from
paraffin tissue blocks. The mirror image frozen tissue
blocks to these paraffin blocks were used for micro- DECORIN

dissection as previously described [11] and protein was
extracted from these histologically defined regions as

Sdescribed above. Briefly, thin 5 gnm frozen sections
G were cut from the faces of the frozen tissue blocks and - . . . . . . .

stained by H&E, and the relevant histological regions
. of approximately 1-2 mm distinguished and con- BIGLYCAN

. firmed by reference to the paraffin sections already

, . studied. Multiple thick frozen sections (20 x 20 iim)
were then cut, rapidly stained, and microdissected at

. ~ room temperature from each section in turn, and the
01 microdissected tissue fragments were frozen again prior FIBROMODULIN
.• to protein extraction.

N Figure I. Immunoblotting study of lumican, decorin, biglycan,

SRand fibromodulin protein expression in human breast tumours
"• Results (lanes 1-9); normal tissues from normal patients (lanes 10-12);

and normal tissues adjacent to carcinomas (lanes 13-15). All
• Identification of lumican as the most abundant protein samples were extracted from sets of frozen tissue

"5 SLRP in normal and neoplastic breast tissues sections bracketed by sections assessed by H&E stain and light
microscopy to confirm content. Chemiluminescent signals for

. To determine the relative importance of altered decorin, biglycan, and fibromodulin required three-fold longer
0 . lumican expression in breast tumourigenesis, the exposure times than that for lumican. Molecular markers (left)

Sexpression of lumican protein was compared with that and cartilage control sample (right) are present in all panels
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abundant relative to the cartilage control (Figure 1). It lumican (1 1) were present in turnour than in normal
should be noted that the decorin (in common with tissue in 26/34 cases. At the same time, decorin levels
biglycan and fibromodulin) signals shown in Figure 1 also showed a consistent and significant difference,
also required a three-fold longer chemiluminescent with lower levels seen in stroma associated with
exposure time (9 s) than that for lumican (3 s). How- tumour, relative to stroma associated with adjacent
ever, in contrast to lumican, there. was a marked normal tissue components (p<0.0002 , Wilcoxon test,
decrease in decorin between normal and tumour Figures 2 and 3C), with lower levels of decorin (Ž 1)
samples [mean(sD) optical density units; normal= present in tumour than in normal tissue in 22/34 cases.
0.21(006), tumour =0.13(014), p = 0.066, Mann-Whitney The pattern of expression of decorin was also identical
test]. No difference was seen in the signals between in sections from the same cases studied with a different
normal samples from normal and cancer patients. in situ hybridization riboprobe (data not shown).

Fibromodulin expression was not detected in normal Although we have previously noted a relationship
tissues and at only low levels in only 3/9 tumours, between lumican and poor prognostic factors, these
where the presence of fibromodulin correlated with associations were not found in the present larger series.
those tumours with the highest content of epithelial
tumour cells. Biglycan was also only detected at low AW-
levels in 2/6 normal tissues and 3/9 tumours, where in
contrast to fibromodulin, its presence correlated
directly with those tumours with the highest content
of collagenous. stroma.

Lumican and decorin are differentially expressed
between normal and neoplastic tissues J_.

In order to examine further the distinct alterations in A.ý
the expression of lumican and decorin, the mRNA and 4

% protein expression of both genes was examined in 46 .
0N cases by in situ hybridization (34 cases) and western
'0 blot (12 cases) from the second cohort of cases, .•.' :' .. :

comprising matched normal and tumour samples '.. .......
As previously shown, prominent lumican mRNA 4.

expression was detected, using an antisense probe, in
0... stromal fibroblast-like cells within the tumour and .

immediately adjacent to invasive tumour cells. Assess- % i ,....
ment of mRNA levels using a semi-quantitative
approach, as detailed in the Materials and methods
section, also confirmed our previous observations [5].................
made on a different set of tumours, and lumnican
mRNA was found to be significantly elevated in the
majority of tumours when levels were compared with
those present in adjacent normal stroma (p <0.0001,
Wilcoxon test, Figures 2 and 3B). Higher levels of 1" ... =

Lumican Dec ri n37

/ ' 0. 1. o. 0.5 Figure 3. Lumican addecorin mRNA expression detected by

0.5 3.5 0.5

* in situ hbiiaonwithin a breast tuorsection. Pane! A

noral umo noma tmo 0 (H&E section) shows the histology including the invasive tumour
2 • (upper area), the tumour margin (middle), and adjacent normalFigure 2. Lumican and decorin mRNA levels in matched normal tissue including lobular-ducta units (lower area). Lumican

-, and tumour tissues, assessed by in situ hybridization and semi- expression (B)is high within the tumour and tumour margin

quantitative scoring as described in the Materials and methods and lower in the normal fat and collagenous stroma adjacent to
9 section. The thickness of each line (on a scale of 1-9) the normal lobules. Decorin (C) shows high expression in the

S '.. corresponds to the number of cases showing the same normal stroma adjacent to normal lobules and reduced
differences in scores (n=34 cases) expression in the tumour. x 340
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In keeping with the pattern of mRNA expression, (SLRPs) in breast cancer. We have also extended our
the mean lumican protein signal assessed by western previous observations [5], based on the detection of
blot was also higher in 9/12 turnours relative to lumican mRNA, in showing that the total lumican
normal tissues [mean(SD) optical density units, protein is also increased in breast tumours relative to
normal=0.22°'"5 ), tumour=0.43(°0 9 , p=0.0 12 2 Wil- adjacent normal tissues. Our results also demonstrate
coxon test]. Once again, in contrast, to this, decorin that this pattern of up-regulation of lumican in relation
protein was lower in 7/12 tumours relative to normal to breast tumourigenesis is distinct from that of the
tissues, but in this case the differences were not closely related decorin gene, which is inversely regu-
statistically significant [mean(SD) optical density units, lated and reduced at mRNA and to a lesser extent at
normal=0.22 0 -'9), tumour=0.17( 2), p=ns (not sig- protein levels, in tumour relative to adjacent normal
nificant), Wilcoxon test]. These contrasting patterns of tissue. Finally, we have shown that lumican expression
lumican and decorin expression also persisted after in tumours may also be associated with an abnormal
standardization of western blot signals for relative distribution within the stroma, manifested by discor-
stromal content (data not shown). dance between mRNA and protein deposition within

subregions of breast tumours.
Lumican mRNA and protein expression can The family of SLRPs share several common
occur in different regions within breast tumours features, including a central region of leucine-rich

repeats bounded by flanking cysteine 'residues, and
Immunohistochemical study of the lumican distribu- localization in the extracellular matrix. The SLRPs can
tion within the same tissues that had already been be separated into three subgroups that include decorin
examined by in situ hybridization was performed using
the same antibody [9,12] that had been employed for and biglycan, whmican and fibromodulin, and epiphy-

can and osteoglycin, which are distinguishable by
western blot analysis (Figure 4). This showed that aioai oooisadas ygn tutr
lumican was abundant throughout the collagenous amino acid homologies and also by gene structure

stroma of both normal and tumour sections, with [16]. Decorin, probably the best studied of these genes,
is known to interact with a variety of extracellularprominentddepositiontaroundrsmallhvessls, breastd matrix molecules and has been shown to be capable of
influencing collagen fibril growth and assembly both in

* deposition within the collagenous stroma of tumours,
O' in particular at the invasive margins and in areas of vitro and in vivo [6,7]. Decorin may also influence
" dense collagen within central regions of some tumours, tumour cell growth through indirect effects on the

compared with adjacent normal tissues. However, in availability of growth factors from the extracellular
some cases there were distinct regions, up to 2 mm in matrix, or directly through activation of the EGF
< area within the tumour sections, containing loose receptor and induction of the p21 cell-cycle inhibitor

stroma in which there was a complete absence of [18]. In contrast, less is known about lumican and

lumican detectable by immunohistoche aistry (Figures other SLRPs. However, in vitro and in vivo data

4C and 4D); but the same regions showed high indicate that lumican is also important in the regula-
4Ceand when buttexsamined foregions shod bigh tion of collagen fibril assembly [19]. This view isexpression when examined for lumican mRNA by insuprebyecnosrvtnsaednmiewh

situ hybridization in adjacent sections (Figures 4A and supported by recent observations based on mice with
413). Similarly, other areas showed strong staining for homozygous deletion of the lumican gene, where loss

of corneal transparency and increased skin fragility are
lumican protein, but low levels of mRNA. associated with disorganized and loosely packed

P To explore the possibility that the absence of
S usdcollagen fibres related to increased and irregular fibril

lumight bexduesston thecnfoatedbyiounofthetiv rotheiny size, and interfibrillar spacing, as viewed by light andr• might be due to the conformation of the native protein eeto irsoy[]
,ý or the binding of lumican to other proteins, resulting in electron microscopy [8].r tThe observation that lumican is highly abundant
Stheare masking of the carboxy-terminal epitope, specific compared with other SLRPs in breast tumours cannot

abe interpreted to mean that it is necessarily the most
. ~ microdissected from frozen sections of two tumours

r• and lumican protein was assessed under denaturing important. This is underscored by the recent demon-

oo • conditions by SDS/PAGE and western blot. In both stration that although deconn is apparently more
abundant than versican in prostate cancer tissue, only, cases, those regions with high mRNA expression and

niowan increase in the larger chondroitin sulphate proteo-
a negative glycan versican correlates with grade, and inversely

,• by western blot, while areas showing very low mRNA with progression-free survival, in prostate cancer [20].
I• expression but strong staining by immunohisto-cexp wresposionbutstrog bstaining byot (Fimmunohi Similarly, the increase in lumican as seen here in

S chemistry were positive by western blot (Figure 5). ascainwt rattmuieei a elsassociation with breast tumourigenesis may be less
Simportant than the parallel decrease in decorin. It

SDiscussion should also be noted that while the present study was
focused primarily on examining the relative expression

• We have shown that lumican is the most abundant of SLRPs between matched normal and tumour tissues
* proteoglycan in comparison with several other mem- and was not necessarily designed to compare levels
Sbers of the family of small leucine-rich proteoglycans between cases, we did not observe any significant
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c D .

0• Figure 4. In situ hybridization and immunohistochemical study showing regional discordance in lumican mRNA (A, B) and protein
"1- expression (C. D) displayed in adjacent sections in breast tumours. Panels A and C show the overall pattern of mRNA (A, black

iI-. signal) and protein (C, brown staining) within a tissue section (0.4 x 0.8 cm in size) that includes regions of in situ and invasive tumour
' (upper left and upper middle) and adjacent normal tissue (lower left and lower right). Panels B and D show a detailed microscopic
0.. view (x 400) of the cellular localization of mRNA and protein within a small region at the invasive edge within the same section

(tumour component at left, normal component at right)

relationship between lumican or decorin and prognos- the distinction between these opposing potential effects
tic factors within this larger tumour cohort, as will clearly require further study.
previously noted [5]. While this leaves open the The differences in lumican levels between normal

Squestion of a role for these SLRPs in later tumour and tumour tissues observed by both immunohisto-
Sprogression, the implication of altered expression for chemistry and western blot are not as marked as those
Sthe earlier stages of tumourigenesis remains intriguing, seen at the level of mRNA expression. While differ-
SIt is possible to speculate that both induction of ences in the assays may account for some of this
Slumican and decrease in decorin in stromal fibroblasts discrepancy, it is clear that it may also be attributable

, within the invasive tumour may represent a positive to the discordance that can exist between lumican
t, host response, to abrogate the disorganization, of mRNA and protein expression detected by in situ and

S, collagen within the tumour stroma, encourage macro- immunohistochemica! techniques respectively, within
S• phage localization [21], and inhibit the growth of the same regions of breast tumour stroma. A similar

S • epithelial cancer cells, through the increased availabil- discordance between mRNA and protein expression
,} ity of growth factors inhibitory to breast epithelial cell has been previously observed in the course of studies
.z growth [22]. Alternatively, these alterations may on lumican and other large and small proteoglycans in
" , represent a negative host response contributing to different tissues. For example, in corneal development

en IV

S • early tumour development. Increased lumican mRNA in the chicken, the mRNA levels for lumican and
S • expression may reflect a response to locally increased decorin do not always reflect the rate of synthesis of

o • proteolysis or altered deposition of the lumican protein the corresponding proteins and the efficiency of
S g that is the cause of the disorganization of the translation of lumican varies over time [23]. Similar

o col lagenous stroma, which in turn facilitates tumour discordance between aggrecan and versican mRNA
E • cell invasion. Similarly, a decrease in decorin may and protein has been seen in normal tendon [24],F i remove an inhibitory effect on epithelial tumour cell between decorin and biglycan mRNA and protein

x growth through repression of p21 [7). A role for and localization in normal and reactive gastric mucosa [25],
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Figure 5. Lumican protein expression detected by immunohistochemistry (upper panel) and western blot (lower panel)
demonstrating concordance in the assessment of protein levels in microdissected subregions within two breast tumour sections.
The upper panels show IHC sections (tumour A, right; tumour B, left; scale bar =5 mm). The mRNA and protein signals were
detected by in situ hybridization (ISH) and immunohistochemistry (IHC) in each region in adjacent sections and ISH/IHC levels were
assessed semi-quantitatively (negative, weak +, strong + +) as follows: tumour A: region I = + +/-, region 2 = -/+ +, region 3
(remainder of section) = +/+ +; tumour B: region 4 = +/-. region 5 = -/+ +, region 6 = + +/+ +. The lower panel shows
the western blot (C= cartilage control; lanes 1-6 correspond to regions assessed and microdissected above)

0` and in regions of cartilage matrix around vascular that expression of both genes apparently occurs in the
' channels and the growth plates of long bones in same fibroblast-like cells in breast tissue stroma. While

normal cartilage [26]. In this latter instance, the lumican has not previously been studied in human
discordance was attributed to a high rate of break- tumours, the expression of decorin mRNA and
down and removal at these sites. This conclusion is proteoglycans incorporating chondroitin sulphate epi-supported by studies on endothelial cells which show topes has been shown to be increased in colon,
that growth factors such as bFGF can increase not prostate, and basal cell carcinomas [28-30], but a
only both biglycan transcription and protein synthesis, more recent study of multiple stromal genes in breast
but also the corresponding rate of proteolysis [27]. The tumours found no difference in the levels of decorin
absence of protein could also reflect masking of the mRNA between tumour and normal tissue, although
epitope by conformational changes in the native noting increased expression in the stroma immediately
protein, by changes in post-translational modification, adjacent to in situ components [31]. However, the
or by binding to another protein. Alternatively, this normal tissue examined was selected to be well away

, could reflect reduced translation, increased breakdown, from the primary tumour and this, together with
Sor failure to bind within the immediate stroma and rap differences in the method of quantitation, the defini-
Stranslocation of the protein to adjacent areas of the tion of tumour regions, and the focus on matched
, tissue. Our microdissection experiments, applied to samples, limits a full comparison with our observa-
Ssmall regions where lumican mRNA is highly tions. For example, morphologically normal tissue

. • expressed, suggest that the corresponding protein is immediately adjacent to carcinomas may be influenced
. truly absent in these areas and that epitope masking by paracrine growth factors derived from the tumour

g ~ due to conformation or binding proteins is an unlikely and may also harbour molecular alterations [32] that
* explanation for the observation. However, it could also might influence local gene expression. However, similar

~ - be the case that the necessary binding sites are not immunohistochemical studies of breast tumours using
A available in the immature stroma associated with rapid monoclonal antibodies raised against chondroitin

:2 growth of tumours and that this allows translocation sulphate and dermatan sulphate small proteoglycan
Sof newly synthesized lumican to binding sites in have shown reduced decorin expression within invasive

o adjacent tissue. as compared with surrounding normal stroma, con-
The reciprocal nature of the changes in the expres- sistent with our findings [33]. Decorin and other

S • sion of lumican and decorin is intriguing. Although SLRPs are known to be independently regulated and
, definitive characterization of the stromal cell types mutually exclusive [26] and compensatory changes in

0 . awaits primary culture studies, direct comparison of in the expression between different SLRPs have been
Ssitu hybridization performed on serial sections suggests observed [34]. However, this appears to be usually
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manifested by genes within subgroups of the SLRP 12. Grover J, Chen XN, Korenberg JR, Roughley PJ. The human

family. At the same time, reciprocal changes in the lumican gene. Organization, chromosomal location, and expres-
sion in articular cartilage. J Biol Chem 1995; 270: 21942-21949.expression between lumican and decorin have not been 13. Roughley PJ, White RJ. Cs-Szabo G, Mort JS. Changes with age

described in lumican or decorin 'knockout' mice [8,17]. in the structure of fibromodulin in human articular cartilage.

The factors that influence altered expression of these Osteoarthritis Cart 1996; 4: 153-161.

genes in breast tumour stroma remain to be elucidated. 14. Roughley PJ, White RJ, Magny M-C, Liu J, Pearce RH, Mort

In summary, we have shown that lumican is highly JS. Non-proteoglycan forms of biglycan increase with age in
human articular cartilage. Biochem J 1993; 295: 421-426.

abundant relative to decorin, biglycan, and fibromo- 15. Vetter U, Vogel W, Just W, Young MF, Fisher LW. Human

dulin in normal and neoplastic breast tissues. We have decorin gene: intron-exon junctions and chromosomal localiza-

also shown that increased lumican protein expression tion. Genomics 1993; 15: 161-168.

and altered regional localization occur in breast 16. Hocking AM, Shinomura T, McQuillan DJ. Leucine-rich repeat

tumours and that different and reciprocal alterations glycoproteins of the extracellular matrix. Matrix Biol 1998; 17:
1-19.

in expression occur between lumican and decorin. The 17. Danielson KG, Baribault H, Holmes DF, Graham H, Kadler

functional significance and the role of alterations in KE, lozzo RV. Targeted disruption of decorin leads to abnormal

these stromal proteoglycans in breast tumourigenesis collagen fibril morphology and skin fragility. J Cell Biol 1997;

and progression remain to be determined. 136: 729-743.
18. Moscatello DK, Santra M, Mann DM, McQuillan DJ, Wong

AJ, lozzo RV. Decorin suppresses tumor cell growth by
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We previously utilized a subtraction hybridization technique to identify the S100A7 (psoriasin) gene as being
differentially expressed between different stages of human breast cancer. Originally discovered as being
highly expressed in abnormally differentiated squamous keratinocytes in patients with psoriatic lesions,
S100A7 was observed to be a secreted protein with chemotactic ability for T4* lymphocytes. We recently
used In-situ hybridization, RT-PCR, IHC and Western blot to confirm high S100A7 expression in DCIS
compared to normal and invasive breast tissue. Protein expression was also found to be present in both the
nucleus and the cytoplasm. However, maintance of protein expression in breast tumors was found to
correlate with ER(-) status and poor prognosis.

S100A7 is a member of the S100 family of proteins. Members of this family share numerous similarities such
as containing Ca 2+ binding EF-hand domains, location in a gene cluster at position 1q21 and a molecular
mass of about 10 KDa. Currently, there are no data on the biological role of S100A7, and how its altered
expression contributes to the biological process of invasion. To address this question and identify potential
pathways or cellular processes in which S100A7 participates, we utilized the yeast two-hybrid assay to
identify interacting proteins. Full length S100A7 was used to screen 17.3x10 6 clones from a normal human
mammary cDNA library. Two centrosomal proteins, RanBPM and hGCP3, were determined to be true
positives in the yeast assay and were selected for further study. As well, confocal microscopy analyses
show that S10A7 does indeed localize to the centrosome. The biological importance of these interactions is
under investigarion.
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